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Words of Wisdom
You can’t fake it. To produce anything worthwhile
requires a lot of work.” ~ Ed Horlbeck

2013 Programs/Workshops:
April 12-13 (Friday, 10-8; Saturday, 10-5) –FIBRE
FLING 2 SHOW of member art, Kitchissippi United
Church Hall, 630 Island Park Drive.
April 15, 7:15pm – Recap of Fibre Fling, show and tell
of member work, Note: guest 'tufter' Derrick Hewitt
postponed to a later date.
May 13, 9:30am-3:30pm – Second member
PLAYDATE.
May 20, 7:15pm – Guest mixed media artist Chikonzero
(Chiko) Chazunguza.
May 21, 9:30am-4:00pm – WORKSHOP with Chiko:
What is Seeing?
June 17, 9:30am-3:30pm – Third member PLAYDATE.
June 17, 7:15pm – Presentation on composition and
design by Elaine Quehl plus body of work show.
July 15 – Member drop-in night.
August 19 – Presentation by rug hooker Loretta Moore,
plus finalizing OOTB plans for September Fibre Fest in
Almonte.
September 16, 7:15pm – Trunk show by fibre artist
Maggie Vanderweit (www.stonethreads.ca).
September 17, 9:30am-4:00pm – WORKSHOP with
Maggie: Textile Collage.
Copyright for all images of original art work
belongs to the artist
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October 21, 7:15pm – Trunk show by thread painter
Judi Miller.
November 18, 7:15pm – TBA
December 16, 7:15 – How do you promote your
work? Member Show and Tell of cards (greeting,
business, etc.), promotional materials.

OOTB Workshops
Textile Collage: an exciting workshop with textile
artist Maggie Vanderweit
Mark your calendar for Tuesday, September 17.
That’s the date for a one-day workshop on Textile
Collage with artist Maggie Vanderweit.
(To view Maggie talking about a recent “distressed
canvas” artwork, check out www.stonethreads.ca/index.asp
and click on the youtube video link now up on her
website front page.)
Maggie has been quilting for more than 30 years. She
works with many different materials and techniques,
from traditional patchwork to intuitive abstract painting
and depictions of political and personal events.
“My primary focus is to help students discover skills
that allow them to express their creativity in exciting
new ways,” says Maggie.
Says Maggie of her Textile Collage workshop: “In this
relaxing, open-ended and fun class you will explore
ways to prepare a completely original "distressed
canvas" as a ground, then create, stencil, stamp, glue
and layer with all kinds of paints, ink, paper, medium
and gesso onto the canvas. You will be able to
complete several unique and exciting wall hangings.
Try to think of stories you wish to tell with your art. We
will share sewing machines. Appropriate for students
of all levels.”
Save $10 on registration extended to May 20 Registrations for the workshop are now open.
Workshop cost for members is $100 for members who
register before or at the May 20 OOTB meeting. After
that date, the workshop cost will be $110 and opened
to non-members. To register, contact Doreen Meyer
(dmeyer97@yahoo.com) or Marie Anzai (marie@anzai.com).
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Last chance to register for What is seeing?
Workshop with Chiko
Want to expand your thinking about design? Register
now for OOTB’s one-day workshop with Zimbabwean
mixed media artist Chikonzero Chazunguza. The date is
Tuesday, May 21, the day after our monthly evening
meeting where Chiko as OOTB’s special guest will talk
about his multimedia art.
In the May 21 workshop, participants will examine the
basic visual language in exercises that explore the
visual elements, examining what the eyes really see in
all that we have around us. Chiko’s exercises are an
invitation for each artist to make choices that help them
“evaluate self.” While feeling like play, participants will
be challenged to dig from their own need to create and
develop independent thinking.
Workshop cost is now $100 for members and open to
non-OOTB members at the same price so invite a friend
to come to the workshop and learn more about OOTB.
Your space is reserved once OOTB Treasurer Sandy
Goldsmith receives payment.
Note: OOTB policy is that workshop fees are nonrefundable as our workshops are primarily funded on a
participant cost-recovery basis. Participants may find
someone to take their place.
To register, contact OOTB Program/Workshop
committee member Doreen Meyer (dmeyer97@yahoo.com).
The workshop day will run from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
and be held at Kitchissippi United Church hall, 630
Island Park Drive in Ottawa.
Mark the date now on your calendar: Tuesday, May 21.
For more about Chiko and his art, check out
www.chikochazunguza.ca.
Member Playdates: May 13 & June 17
Those members who participated in the first March 18
playdate say it was fun and stimulated some new
creative ideas. If you’ve been looking for a shared
creative experience or a day dedicated to furthering your
individual artistic impulses, register at the upcoming
OOTB April meeting for the next playdate on Monday,
May 13*.
The May 13 playdate will be kicked off by Lynne Morin.
The third playdate on Monday, June 17 will start with an
‘ethnograhic exercise’ led by Carol Howard Donati.
Exercise emphasis for playdates is on design and
creativity,
not
necessarily
techniques,
though
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participants may want to practice specifics on their
own or in self-designated groups. For the most part,
the day will be self-directed allowing members the
space to either explore new ideas together or work on
their own projects.
The playdates are a wonderful opportunity to get to
know other OOTB members so register now for the
two remaining playdates. Cost is $10 per playdate.
Hours are 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The Kitchissippi
Church hall is located at 630 Island Park Drive in
Ottawa. There is free parking and members can bring
a lunch to eat in the communal kitchen.
To register, contact OOTB Planning/Workshop
Committee
members
Doreen
Meyer
(dmeyer97@yahoo.com) or Marie Anzai (marie@anzai.com).
NOTE: The May 13 playdate is one week before
rd
our usual 3 Monday of the month meeting night,
which is on May 20 Victoria Day.

Colour
Hodge

Workshop

with

William

Canada Beading Supply is pleased to offer a colour
and design workshop with William Hodge, a talented
artist and a very experienced teacher.
You can never stop learning about colour and
elements of design. Each expert opens up a new way
of looking at these important and fundamental factors
that can make a project sing or thud.
This one day workshop will be useful to anyone in any
visual art discipline. William will present some theory
as well as challenge you with exercises to put into
practice what you have learned. His examples will
focus on beading and jewellery design but he would
be able to answer questions related to fibre (think
embroidery, knitting, crocheting), fabric (quilts,
clothing construction, clothing selection), painting,
dollmaking, rug hooking, interior design, etc. You will
leave the course with a wealth of information to help
you problem solve as well as recommendations of
great resource books to consult.
William was Head of Textiles at the renowned OCAD
University from 1967 to 2009. Take a look at his
website www.armurestudios.ca to get an appreciation
of the depth and breadth of his experience. The
number of instructional occasions listed is evidence of
the following he has. Participants in other workshops
he has conducted are impressed with his vast
knowledge, his ability to communicate information
effectively, his willingness to share information and his
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ability to provide encouragement and advice no matter
your experience level.
When: Thursday, June 20, 2013. Or Monday, June 24,
2013 9:30 am to 4:00pm
Where: Kitchissippi United Church
630 Island Park Drive (between Carling Ave. and
the Queensway)
Cost: $65.00 (includes coffee, tea, cookies and fruit
morning and afternoon)
To register: Contact Canada Beading Supply at
mail@canbead.com or telephone 613 727-3886 or visit the
store at 210 Colonnade Rd. S., Ottawa. Your space will
not be considered confirmed until payment is received.
Bring: scissors, glue stick, coloured pencils, and an
inquiring mind!

Show News from Rita
Well, when you read this, it is the night before or the day
we set up Fibre Fling 2. For those not behind the
scenes, you have no idea of the amount of work that has
gone into the organization of this show which is bigger,
better, and more varied than last year. I thought we did a
good job then. But we have managed to take what we
liked and learned from last year, added a few tweaks,
and expanded on some areas. Our publicity covers
more, including some social media. We have longer
hours. We have a sales procedure and sales table set
up. Approximately 35 members have shared 200+ works
of art. With the work you have submitted, we are able to
showcase the wide variety and range of fibre art created
by our members. And the quality cannot be beat. We
have wall art, table art, dolls, jewelry, and costumes. In
addition, we will have the Bead Challenge and the
Colour Challenge.
If you have not volunteered to help at the show, it is not
too
late.
Call
me
613-723-7404
or
email
ritarottman@sympatico.ca

Let me take this opportunity to thank each of you
contributing work for the show. Without you, there would
not be a show. There would be no show without the
committee this year, either. Please, when you see them,
extend your thanks to the following: Meredith Filshie,
Elena Keen, Lynn Ruff, Juanita Sauve, Roberta Russell,
Rebecca Dufton, and Garrie Bea Joyce. Helen Gordon
designed the rack cards and poster. Our artistic
directors for the set up are Sharon Johnson and
Christine Johnson. Wendo VanEssen is organizing the
sales table. Nancy Garrard has been the liaison with
3

Kitchissippi United Church. My heartfelt thank you to
each one. You have made my job easier, most of the
time : ).
This is also a reminder to come out and see the show.
Tell your friends, neighbors and family to come out as
th
well. The hours are Friday, April 12 from 10-8 and
th
Saturday, April 13 from 10-5. The ladies of the
Kitchissippi Church are putting on a ‘high tea’
Saturday afternoon. A real treat for those who did not
partake last year. Some attendees brought their
granddaughters or nieces and dressed up for the
occasion with gloves and hats. Of course, you don’t
need to dress up, but you can if you wish.
The committee has already started talking about what
changes we need to make for next year. Start thinking
about how you want to be involved. With your art, with
your time, with your expertise on the committee? You
tell us as we continue to build upon our experiences
this year.
Cheers
Rita Rottman

Shows seen and worth seeing
by Doreen Meyer
3 Timensional (Sekunge)
At the Shenkman in Orleans, main floor, until April 21:
The work of Chiko
Chazunguza.
Don’t
miss this opportunity
to see the colourful
and inventive art of
this artist who draws
on his training in
printmaking, drawing
and painting to weave
found objects into
works of artistic social commentary. Born in the highdensity suburb of Highfields in Harare, Zimbabwe,
Chiko earned his MFA in Bulgaria after winning a
scholarship to study there. Returning to Zimbabwe
after seven years, Chiko “set out to re-connect with
local modes of fabrication and visuality, exploring their
areas of aesthetic overlap with Western traditions” to
produce “new kinds of visual knowledge.” Chiko’s
work reflects his “experimenting with a variety of
materials, including objects of everyday African life,
challenging issues of post colonial conditions.” For
more than 15 years, he taught art at different
Out of the Box © 2013
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university and colleges as well as headed the Art
Department at Harare Polytechnic College. He also
acted as “Adjudicator” for prominent institutions
including the National Galleries of both Zimbabwe and
Namibia.

Chiko`s inventive pant cuffs and
bare feet drawn on the floor lead
visitors through a gallery of his
works

Found objects are prominent in
some of Chiko`s artworks

Overcoming fears

Illusive dreams

Cathedral Woods`

Immaculate stitching and
piecing

Images of Zimbabwe are woven
into his mixed media pieces

Colour and strong images are
hallmarks of Chiko`s style

Echoes from Beyond Within

A mix of hand-painted and heataltered fibres

Rare Reflections – Hilary Rice
At the Textile Museum in Almonte until May 18:
Hand-painted, heat-altered, and immaculately stitched,
Rice’s work shows her mastery of several techniques
that never overwhelm her subject matter in this small but
beautiful exhibition. Says Rice about Rare Reflections:
“Reflected glimpses. Fleeting moments of clarity layered
with symbolic meaning … my aim is to create art as an
oasis with the potential to transform.” Through an
intensely complex layering of materials and masterful
stitching in which words and phrases are sometimes
hidden, Rice uses a palette of silver, gold and metallic
applications to convey rich images “where the veil
between different worlds nearly disappears and we
become aware of the sacred.” It’s a show not to be
missed.
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Within this piece, depicting and angel `Àmbassdor for Peace,` Rice stitched
and overstitched the word `peace`
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Hypnotic – Sharon Collins
Seen recently at the Shenkman:

Elena Keen – Follow your passion
“In therapeutic
hypnosis, as the
brain transcends
from a conscious to
unconscious state,
powerful colours,
imagery and strong
emotions are
experienced.”

Fibre art has been a part of Elena
Keen’s life ever since childhood –
first out of necessity and then as a
creative passion.

Collins has successful mined her internal imagery in
colourful, vibrant and moving works of art. Her pieces
are well translated into fibre using rich hues and flowing
gradations of colour in hand-painted and hand-dyed
cloth. Says Sharon about her approach to art: “The
resilience of the human spirit continues to amaze me.
The patterns and stages of our lives as they unfold are
intriguing … My inspirations are often external; the
beauty of a reflection, the long shadow in fading light, a
child’s smile. Often inspirations come from an internal
emotional place.” It was wonderful to see so many
people at the opening vernissages for Sharon’s and
other shows at the Shenkman.

As Holocaust survivors, the family moved from
Romania to South America after the war where her
father opened a dry cleaning business. Elena and her
sister helped their mother with mending and repairs
after school.

“My mother was trained as a
seamstress. She insisted that we
do an hour of needle work every
day. I think I could sew practically
before I started walking.”

At age 24 Elena moved to Canada and met her
husband. When he decided to return to school, Elena
made all of their clothes in order to save money.
A chance meeting at a bridge club introduced Elena to
quilting. One of the members brought a Lone Star quilt
to show that she was putting in a raffle. For Elena, this
was a revelation.
“Quilting was completely new to me. It was not in my
background. It became something that was uniquely
mine.”

Sharon Collins: Dynamic images
with flowing gradations of colour

Another view of Sharon`s art, a
rich collection of `hypnotic`
images.

At the time, Elena was working as a freelance
translator while her children were in school. “I’d just
done a private translation and had $50 knocking
around in my pocket. I wondered what should I do
with it? My family made a lot of suggestions, but none
of them appealed to me.”
While visiting the Byward Market, Elena chanced
upon a quilt shop that was advertising beginner’s
quilting classes. The $50 was enough to pay for the
course and materials.

Ripples of the mind – a complex and vivid art grouping that the photo
cannot capture

Wonderful, too, to see Sharon beaming with success as
several pieces sold. Congratulations Sharon!
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“I was off to the races,” Elena said. “I really enjoyed it.
I learned patience and became a much better
seamstress. I became willing to undo things 10 times
until I was satisfied. I already knew how to piece and
appliqué, but I also learned quilting stitches.”
In 1981, when the Ottawa Valley Quilters’ Guild was
just getting started, Elena was one of the first few
members. She was already doing embroidery but also
Out of the Box © 2013
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tried other fibre media such as macramé that was
popular at the time.
“Everything going, I did. I like trying new things. I may
not stay with them -- I may learn that it’s not for me. My
current passion is beading. Smocking is the only thing I
never tried, probably because I had no daughters.”

machine quilted. Every mantle has a label on the
inside with details on name of mantle, materials,
donor and care instructions."
Around the same time, a serious illness convinced
Elena to give up her freelance work.

“Much of my work is Judaic liturgical work, grounded in
the Orthodox stream of my faith,” Elena says. “It began
a tribute to my mother, who passed away in 1994.”
“I went to the Synagogue every day to pray after my
mother died. I noticed that the hem of the Torah mantle
was down on one of the Torahs. I asked the Rabbi ‘do
you want me to fix it?’ I took it home. I became quite
incensed at the lack of care for these items and the state
they were in. So I decided to make a new mantle and
replace the one in worst shape. When the Rabbi saw it,
he told me, ‘You realize they will want to change all the
others.’ I did not think it was my problem, but it became
an avalanche.”

“I started to get commissions for the Torah mantles
and soon was doing them full-time. I’ve now made
over 36 Torah mantles plus other religious items.
They are mostly in synagogues in Ottawa but also in
the States and England.”
While the fee is relatively minor in terms of the hours
involved, Elena says for her the work is a form of
meditation and prayer.
Elena joined OOTB in July 2003.

Elena explains the process she developed for making
these unique religious items.

“I thought it would challenge me more than the
standard quilters’ guild. I have quite a strong social
need and enjoy spending time with like-minded
people. I have a lot of friends in the group and I really
look forward to the meetings.”

“Commercial mantles are usually made with a top of
thick cardboard covered with fabric and the body of the
mantle glued to this. I decided that the top should be
wood covered with fabric. To protect the fabric I covered
the wood with acid free paper glued down with acid free
glue.

Elena is a keen participant in Out of the Box
challenges – the more restrictions, the better. “It
stretches me more to stay within limits. I like to find a
simpler, faster way to accomplish the goals and still
stay within the rules. If I don’t get a kick out of working
around a challenge, it’s not as enjoyable.”

The mantle itself is a small quilt, 48" wide and anywhere
from 25" to 32" long, depending on the size of Torah it is
to cover. The loop side of the hook-and-loop tape is
sewn onto the wrong side of this quilt, but because there
is an 8" overlap more hook-and-loop tape holds it
together.

For Elena, the appeal of fibre art is the tactile aspect
and the process of creating. “I can’t pass a piece of
fabric without touching it. I want to reach out and
handle it. While working with fibre and fabric, time
stops. It’s very calming and I get totally involved. It
has a wonderful way of stabilizing and anchoring my
life.”

Each design is individual to the person commissioning
the mantle. The top may be pieced, appliquéd, machine
and/or hand embroidered, depending on the design, and
6
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In Stitches: DVD review
by Doreen Meyer
This two-DVD set runs about
4 ½ hours but I spent twice
that amount of time watching
this
addictive
video
instruction from the UK’s
eminent hand-stitching artists
Jan Beaney and Jean
Littlejohn. Known as double
trouble
(www.doubletroubleent.com) for their tag-team
teaching and book writing,
these artists have spent
decades
inspiring
other
artists to pick up the needle and stitch in creative and
inventive fashion.
The jacket describes the video as a comprehensive,
informative and inspirational guide, and it lives up to its
promise. As a beginner, I appreciated the detail both in
commentary and in well-timed close-up shots that show
the exact and subtle nuances of the duo’s stitching
techniques.

Member News
1. Artistes Hudson Artists presents their annual spring
show, April 19 - 21 at the Stephen J. Shaar
Community Centre in Hudson, Quebec. OOTB
members Michele Meredith and Heather Dubreuil
are delighted to be showing their work, along with that
of about 35 other artists.
The vernissage is on Friday evening. A painting will
be raffled off to benefit NOVA, and refreshments will
be available all weekend.

Through chapters that cover everything from tools to
final presentation, the duo amaze with stitches that leap
beyond their humble beginnings. The phrase “what if?”
dominates their artistic style. Both excel at showing how
simple and obvious it is to expand the stitch dictionary
when communicating line, pattern, texture, marks, links
and blending. They take the ordinary and make it
extraordinary. I found myself wanting to run my fingers
over their many samples. To my eyes even these small
works of art begged to be touched and treasured.
Inspirational indeed.
A bit of sage advice from the duo for those who fret
about choosing which stitch to use: “… worry about the
job that stitch has to do rather than which stitch.” Thanks
to Nancy Garrard for bringing the DVD copy back for our
OOTB library from her recent workshops with the artists.
I’m now twice as envious about those workshops and
hope that I get to take one in the future.
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2. Will you be among the 100,000 visitors to the
Soulanges Canal bicycle path this year? The "Piste
Cyclable en Oeuvres" follows the canal between St.
Zotique and Pointe-des-Cascades. Overhead, to mark
each of the 27 kilometers, will be double-sided
banners, each featuring an image of a work of art
produced by an artist of the region. The banners will
be in place for the next four years, and OOTB
members Michele Meredith and Heather Dubreuil
are pleased to have been chosen to be among the 54
artist-participants.
Out of the Box © 2013
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The actual works of art will be shown at various
locations throughout the county this summer, beginning
with a show and sale at the Galerie autour de nous in
Coteau-du-Lac, May 3. For more information, please
contact Madeleine Turgeon, www.autourdenous.org,
450-455-5570. Shown here are the images produced by
Michele and Heather for the project.

Piste by Heather Dubreuil

Piste by Michele Meredith

Quebec City by Heather
Dubreuil

Summer Fields by Michele
Meredith

and a map of the recreational path, which claims to be
the largest open-air art gallery in Canada (!)

Textile Museum of Canada
I spent a wonderful morning at the Textile Museum of
Canada last month. I was familiar with their excellent
resources online but this was the first time I had the
opportunity to visit their Toronto location in person.
There was a lot going on: shows running in four
galleries as well as a hands-on education area and
gift shop. I was especially interested to see Edmonton
artist Richard Boulet’s show Stitched and Drawn,
documenting in mixed media fibre work ideas and
impressions to do with mental illness. Boulet was
diagnosed 8 years after finishing his BFA with
paranoid schizophrenia.
Over the next decade
Boulet’s experiences with mental distress and his
journey to mental health recovery was inspiration and
muse for creating his art. He said he chose to work
with the labour intensive mediums of cross stitch and
quilting because he found a “strong sense of comfort
and self care in these two fibre techniques”. It was
very interesting to see Boulet’s pieces up close and to
feel the impact of their scale – both large (banner-like)
and small (small dense cross-stitched panels).

Also at the TMC was a colourful show of Merimekko
textiles. Founded in 1951by Finnish artist and
designer Armi Ratia, Merimekko fabrics expressed a
new philosophy based on the power of design in
everyday life. Merimekko opened Karelia design
studio in Canada in 1959. The bold graphic designs
are familiar and fresh today. The show includes many
background materials from the Karelia design studio,
print production and advertising of the fabrics as well
as many stunning panels and swatches.

I recommend a visit if you are in Toronto!
Carol Howard Donati
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About Us (Mission Statement)
The Out of the Box Fibre Art Group is a cooperative
association of artists who are passionate about creating
innovative, thought-provoking works of art, and
promoting fibre art through exhibitions, education and
professional development.
Our membership includes machine and/or hand
embroiderers, art quilters, weavers, felters, doll makers,
silk painters, appraisers, dyers as well as other needle
workers and mixed media and fine artists. Since we are
a co-op organization, we place strong emphasis on
activities that support active participation of the
membership in the continuing artistic development of all.
Our focus in meetings is on sharing art techniques,
design ideas, artistic processes and inspiration, as well
as our thoughts on the business and critiquing of our art.
We come from all walks of life, but are drawn together by
our love for texture, colour, and creation in an
atmosphere of mutual support and camaraderie.
We meet once a month to share ideas, techniques and
inspiration, and from time to time hold open fibre art
workshops. Visitor fees are $10.00 when we have a
paid speaker and $5.00 for regular meetings.

Planning Committee
PC Convenor
Programs

Sally Rutherford & Nancy Garrard
Marie Anzai, Doreen Meyer,
Wendo Van Essen & Lynne Morin
Secretary
Meredith Filshie
Membership
MaryAnne Toonders
Treasurer
Sandy Goldsmith
Web-coordinator
Sandy Goldsmith & Helen Gordon
Newsletter
Helen Gordon & Shirley Moore
Library
Rita Rottman
Publicity/Marketing Rebecca Dufton
Shows
Rita Rottman & Meredith Filshie
Contacts: info@outofthebox.org

581 Bank Street at Pretoria
Ave. For Yarn, Sewing
Machines & Sergers
Tel (613) 237-8008

474 Hazeldean Road
Kanata
For Yarn and Fibres
Tel (613) 831-8027

Meetings
Meetings are normally held the third Monday of the
month, from 7:15 p.m. to 9:15 p.m. at the Ottawa
Citizen Main Floor Board Room, Baxter Road, Ottawa.
Submission Deadline for the April 2013 Newsletter is
th
April 7 at 5:00 pm.
Really Bad Weather & Meetings
If there is any weather condition that makes travel risky,
members will be notified by e-mail by 4:00 pm the
afternoon of the meeting. If you do not have email or
cannot access email at work, please partner with
someone who has access Members should NOT call the
Citizen for this information as nobody there would have
it. (They lend the facility to organizations for a nominal
fee and do not want any involvement in administrative
matters).
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